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The crystal scattering of two coherent neutron beams is discussed. It is found that the conventional pair
correlation function used in single-beam scattering is insufficient to describe the scattering of two coherent
neutron beams. A generalized pair correlation function with unequal momentum transfer is introduced. It is
found that the energy exchange between vibrational quanta of the crystal and incident neutrons leads to a
modification of the scattering amplitude. Through the scattering of two coherent neutron beams one is able to
measure directly the phase of the scattering amplitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

The crystal scattering of two coherent beams
was carried out experimentally by Marton, Simp-
son, and Suddeth' more tha, n twenty years ago. In
the experiment, two coherent electron beams with
energy of 60 keV were used. Their objective was
to show directly the interference effect of electron
beams. The resulting interference fringes were
very distinct, showing strong contrast, and were
steady. Unfortunately, the importance of their ex-
periment was overlooked. The data were never
analyzed and the experiment has not been repeated
since.

It has been realized only recently' that the scat-
tering of two coherent beams could provide more
information than that of a conventional single beam.
Jt may actually enable us to determine the phase of
the structure factor, which is sometimes called
the coherent atomic scattering amplitude and which
has not been determined experimentally. Thus,
the scattering of two coherent beams affords a
new method of experimental research.

In previous discussions, we neglected the dis-
placement of the nuclei from their equilibrium
positions, and assumed the lattice to be perfect.
In a real crystal, the nuclei are subjected to dis-
placements from their ideal lattice positions, and
the scattered amplitude will depend on these dis-
pla. cements. ' lt is the intention of this paper to
study such a dependency.

In conventional scattering experiments, various
kinds of beams may be used. Not all of these
beams are suitable for initiating scattering of two
coherent beams. 4 The coherent beams are formed
through the division of a primary beam. There
are stringent requirements on such a beam. First,
its source has to be very well defined in energy
and position. Second, the path differences intro-

duced into the coherent beams must be smaller
than the coherence length of the original beam. At
the present time, the coherent beams most often
used in experimental work are those derived from
light, electron, ' or neutron sources.

Coherent neutron beams are beams of thermal
neutrons with wavelengths of about 4 A, . The cry-
stal scattering of these beams needs more careful
study than that of coherent electron beams. The
reason for this is not difficult to explain. Therma, l
neutrons have energies comparable to that of lat-
tice vibrations and the energy exchanges between
them are not negligible. Hence, as the crystal
diffraction of two coherent neutron beams is con-
cerned, the present study is important.

For convenience, the incident beams referred to
in this paper will be called the neutron beams. The
results may be applied to other coherent beams.
In Sec. II the general theory for coherent neutron
scattering by a. system of interacting particles is
discussed in the Born approximation. It is found
that the conventional pair-correlation function'
used in the single-beam scattering is insufficient
to describe the scattering of two coherent neutron
beams. Theref ore, a generalized pair-correlation
function is introduced. It depends on the momentum
difference between two incident coherent beams.
In Sec. III coherent scattering by a harmonically
bounded nucleus is studied to determine the effects
of temperature on the scattering process. It is
found that the coherent differential cross section
depends on the temperature of the nucleus. The
crystal scattering of two coherent neutron beams
is discussed in Sec. IV. It is shown that the energy
exchange between the vibrational quanta of the cry-
stal and incident neutrons leads to a, modification
of the scattering amplitude. Thermal vibrations
do not destroy the coherent effect. The phase of
the scattering amplitude is still mea. surable.
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II. SCATTERING FORMULA

In the discussion below, it is assumed that the
interaction between the incident neutron and the
target nuclei is of the general form

H, = Q U(r —Rt), (2.1)

where r and R, are the position vectors of the in-
cident neutron and the jth target nucleus, respec-
tively. An incident neutron in the two coherent
beams can be described by the wave function

sible scattering processes, one must sum over all
the final states of the target nuclei, and average
over all the initial states, which occur with proba-
bilities Pz,' thus,

dg k' m
dQdE' (1+

l al 2)k 2t)k2
P

t

x l(k', )('lH, „,lk„)()
+a&k', ) 'IH, „,lk„) )I'5(~+E~ -Ev) .

(2.6)

Substituting Eq. (2.1) into Eq. (2.6), one obtains

lk, )+alk, )= e'"" +a —e'"2', (2.2) do Nk
dQdE' (1+ l

a
l
')k 2)tk'

where V is the normalization volume. The factor
a denotes the relative phase and amplitude of these
two beams. To be coherent, these two beams may
be different in direction, but must be the same in

energy,

where

S(k2 —k„' t(, (u) = Q P z I ( A.
'

I Q U(t() e'" 'R/

X, X' j

(2 7)

E —@tk2/2ttt —g &k2/2)n —
N

2k2/2ttt (2.3)

m is the mass of the incident neutron. According
to the Born approximation, the differential cross
section for the scattering process in which the in-
cident neutron state

l k,) + a
l k, ) changes to l k'),

and the state of the target nuclei changes from
l)() to l)(') is

d cr

dQdE (1+ lal )k 2)(h2

+ a(k ', )('
l H;„, l k„X)l

'5 (h()+ Et), —Ez),
(2.4)

where

+a g U(k, —kt+)()et "2 "t'" '
tl)},)l'

j

x —5 (h~ +E },—E~,),
1 (2.8)

Fr(Tr} = f dF(/(r}e'"', (2.9)

dtexp -it h&+E~ —E~. 8 2.10

and a is the vector difference k, —k'. The 6 func-
tion can be written in the form

5(h(t) -E) E),i)-
h(t) =—(k' —k")=E —E'.

2m
(2.5) The Heisenberg operator is given by

The initial and final energies of ta.rget nuclei have
been denoted as Ez and Ez . In order to obtain the
total partial differential cross section for all pos-

(t) ett H/0 R e -(tH/h
j (2.11)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the ta.rget nucleus.
From Eqs. (2.8), (2.10), and (2.11), one gets

OO

S(k, —k„'t(, &o) = dte t~ PP), g (Xl[U*(tt)e '"'"t +a*U*(k, —k, +t()e '2 "&'" '"t()]
~00

)( [U(t()et&'Rt(t) +aU(k k + t()e-t(ka-Rt+ x) R/(t) j l )() (2.12)

In single-beam scattering, it is customary to in-
troduce a pair-correlation function

G'(r, t) =
( ), dtte '"'"—

X p A
e-fK Ra(0)efK ~ Rj(t)

(2.13)

In this expression, the two momentum transfers
in the exponential are the same. The pair-correla. —

tion function plays an important role in the scatter-
ing of a single slow neutron beam, for it gives
rise to a very simply and entirely general expres-
sion for the angular and energy distribution of
scattering in the Born approximation. This func-
tion alone, however, is insufficient to describe the
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scattering of two coherent neutron beams. To
overcome this, a pair-correlation function with un-
equal momentum transfers is introduced,

transform of an (order) product, one arrives at

G (TI„Tc» r, t) = —g P z

X I

& ei(K, -K) R&(0)

dr t~&( K y
-~2) ' r ' -i ~ I ' r

&& (X I
5(r ' —r —R, (0))5(r ' —R (t)) I X) .

k)kd i(Kg K)'Rf(~) [ yy (2.14) (2.15)

where N is the total number of scattering nuclei.
By using the convolution formula for the Fourier

In terms of the function G(T&„a2,' r, t), one can re
write Eq. (2.10) as

d(k' k" it'te) = } dt e f ttre [ir (it)U(it)D(O(); r, t),

+
I
a I U*(k, —k, + ii) U(k, —k, + Ti)G(k, —k„k, —k„r, t)

+ a*U*(k, —k, + 7&)U(T[)G(k, —k„0;r, t) + aU*(k) U(k, —k, + ii)G(0, k, —k„' r, t) ] . (2.16)

Equation (2.16) states that the correlation function
G(T&„7&2,

' r, t) is the proper function to use to analyze
the angular and energy distributions of the scat-
tered neutron in the scattering of two coherent neu-
tron beams by general systems of nuclei, just as
the correlation function G'(r, t) is the proper func-
tion with which to analyze the angular and energy
distributions of a scattered neutron in the conven-
tional single-beam neutron-scattering problem.
Both correlation functions are related in that

Thus,

G (Tt„Ttr, t)'

x (D(r' —r, 0)D(r', t)) . (2.20)

In terms of the Fourier components of the density
operator,

G(0, 0; r, t) = G'(r, t) . (2.17) D(q, t) = JI drD(r, t)e

With the help of Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), the above
equation can be easily verified.

It is customary to introduce a. microscope par-
ticle density operator

-i q. Rf(t) (2.21)

the spatial transform of G(K„K,; r, t) has the form

D(r, t) = g 5(r —R,(t)), (2.18)
G(it„ it„ itt) = J dr e'"' Q(it„, it„r, t)

and to simplify the notion on the averaging over A.

by =—(D(7c —[i„0)D(-T[+Ti„ t)), (2.22)

(2.19) and Eq. (2.16) can be rewritten

S(k —k, ;k, —k', te) — f dte ' [U (k, —k')U{k, —k')(D(k, —k', 0)D(k —k„t))'
+

I al'U*(k, -k')U(k, -k')(D(k, —k', 0)D(k'-k„t))

+a*U*(k, —k')U(k, —k')(D(k2 —k', 0)D(k' —k„ t))

+ aU*(k, —k') U(k2 —k')(D(k, —k', 0)D(k' —k„ t))] . (2.23)
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The function S(k, —k, ;k, —k', &d) will be referred to
as the scattering law. For a single-beam scatter-
ing, the corresponding scattering law can be ob-
tained from Eq. (2.23) by setting a=o,

S'(k, —k', ltd) = S(k, —k„' k, —k', ttt) i,-p

vector P. These operators satisfy the commutator
relations

[q, , q, 1= [q,'. , q,'. ] =o

[t!t, t!&~] =5;» for i,j =1, 2, 3. (3.4)

From Eqs. (3.2} and (3.3), one can write the Ham-
iltonian in Eq. (3.1) as

x [U*(k, —k')U(k, —k')

x (D(k, —k', 0)D(k' —k„ t))] .

(2.24)

From Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24), one obtains a sim-
plified expression

S(k2 —k„' k, —k', (tt }—S'(k, —k', tp)

—
~ al

'S'(k' -k' ~)

dte ' Re[aU*(k, —k')
7T

3

H„=t~, Q q, q, +-,').
i=1

The eigenequation takes the form

H„~ n„n„n, ) = E(n„n„n, ) ~ n„n„n,),
with the eigenvalues

E(n„n„n,) =8&pp(n, +n +n, + 2),

and eigenfunctions

(3 5)

(3 8)

(3.V)

x U(kp —k')(D(k, —k', 0)D(k' —k» t))] .
(2.25)

The quantities on the left-hand side of the above
equation are the experimentally measurable quan-
tities. The expression on the right-hand side con-
tains the phase information of the Born amplitude
U(K). This quantity is not obtainable in single-
beam neutron-scattering experiments.

ill j Pl 2 j Pl 3

=(n, !n, !n, !) ' '(t)~)"&(t}~)"3(t)3t)"3~0). (3.8)

The eigenfunction ~0) satisfies the condition

(3.9)

To calculate the coherent differential cross sec-
tion, one has to evaluate the correlation function
G(K„K„K,t) in Eq. (2.22), which in the present
case has the form

1 M
Hg=2~ P +

2
coPR (3.1)

where (d0 is the frequency of vibration. In the
treatment of the harmonic oscillator problem, it
is customary to introduce a set of new Bose oper-
ators

and

l/2
Mm; +i Pi

2Mb(d0
(3.2)

1
se0X,. —iP; for i =1,2, 3,

2MIlu)0

(3.3)

where X, and P, are the rectangular coordinate
components of the position vector H and momentum

III. HARMONIC POTENTIAL

In Sec. II, a general theory of neutron scattering
was studied. In further study, the motion and spa-
tial distribution of the target nuclei will be speci-
fied. In this section a very simple case is con-
sidered in which the target is formed only by a
single nucleus with mass M and is bounded in an
isotropic harmonic potential;

G(K, K;K, t)= Q Q QP„„„

with

x(n, n, n, i e

(3.1o)

and

B(t) = (X,(t},X,(t), X,(t)},

l/2
X(t)= 2M' [t! e kept + q'te-kept ]

0
i

(3.11)

e p[x-pt(tntp, pn, ++n, + —,')]
ggg exp[-phep(n, +n, +n, + 2)] '

nl n~ n3
(3.13)

where the quantity P
' is equal to the temperature

7,", multiplied by the Boltzmann constant k~. Be-
cause of the isotropic nature of the Hamiltonian,
the quantum mechanical motion and the thermal

for i=1,2, 3. (3.12)

The probability P„„n denotes the statistical weight
on the thermal average over initial sta. tes of the
oscillating nucleus, and has the Boltzmann value
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where

i=1 - ni

x e t( 2 ")i+I&i!
~
n, ) (3.14)

distribution of each retangular component is inde-
pendent. One may rewrite Eq. (3.10) as

with

A B A+B+C (3.17)

c=2[x, a]+-„' [a, a], a +-,', [a,~],w + ~

and Bloch's identity, '
(3.18)

tity for the multiplication of exponential operators, '

exp[-Ph(t), (n, + —,')]
gexp[-(3fi(u, (n,. + -,')] '

ni

(3.15) gt'„, (n, (eels, ) =e«p(p g P„(n, (G'(Inr)),
ni ni

(3.19)

) n, ) = (n, !) ' '(77~)" '] 0) . (3.16)

To evaluate Eq. (3.14), one has to recall the iden-

where Q is a linear function of the operators it
and g . Upon using these identities, one arrives
at

3
~ M

G(Kit K» Kt t) = enp( —'(« —«);(« —«); (Xr(D), X\(t)I)«p(- —' P P (lit I ((««)'Xr(0) (««) X (t)I Inc))
nc

3"
exp ——g P„.(n; ~ [(ii, —)c);X;(0)]' + [(z, —ii);X;(t)]' —2(», —z), (ii, —z);X,(0)X,(t)

~ n,).
With the help of Eqs. (3.4), (3.12), (3.15), and (3.16), one obtains the following identities:

Q P„.(n;~ q, !;~7n,)=(e" o8 —1) ',
ni

(3.20)

(3.21)

P P„,(n;( [X;(0)]')n;) = g P„.(n;) [X,(t)]'[n, )= [1+2(e""()8—1) '],
ni

(3.22)

P(n;~ X( 0)X,.(t) ~n, )= (e""() —1) '(e '"o'+e' 0'+" ()8)

By using these identities, Eq. (3.20) can be rewritten

G (K«; «, t) = enp, (
— [(ir, —ir)' + (ir, —«)'] cote( ttrc lt))4M~,

«Ie p (ir, —ir) (ir, —ir) sech(-, krc ) rthc(oshrcprt etc))e.
Mao

(3.24)

IV. SCATTERING BY CRYSTAL

The scattering of two coherent bea.ms by an ideal
static crystal was discussed in a previous paper. '
It was shown that through such a scattering, one
can measure directly the phase of the crystal
structure factor, which is not obtainable in a con-
ventional single-beam scattering. Thermal vibra. -
tions of the crystal lattice were neglected in the
study, and the energy exchange between the inci-
dent beam and the lattice system was completely

ignored. For the scattering of electrons and pro-
tons by crystals, the neglect of these phenomena,
may be justified, since the energies of these quan-
ta are, in general, much higher than those of the
thermally excited vibrational quanta of the crystal,
and the energy exchange between them is complete-
ly negligible. For particles as heavy as neutrons,
however, properties of the system must be con-
sidered. The energies of neutrons with wave-
lengths suitable for interference scatterings are
quite comparable with those of the vibrational
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quanta. It is known that in the crystal scattering
of a single-neutron beam, the absorption or emis-
sion of these vibrational quanta causes a modifi-
cation of the scattering amplitude. One expects
a, similar modification in the crystal scattering of
two coherent neutron beams. The latter modifica. -
tion. is the subject of the present study.

The target nuclei form a crystal. The equilibri-
um position of a nucleus is described by the lattice
vector r, ,

r; =o.,a+P;b+y, c, for i=1,2, . . . , N, (4.1)

where a, b, and c are the basic vectors of the
crystal. The parameters c(„P;, and y, are ar-
bitrary integers. In the vibration, the position of
the nucleus is given by

R, (t) = r, +X(r„t), (4.2)

where X(r„ t) is the displacement vector. The vi-
bration is described in terms of the harmonic ap-
proximation; hence, the Hamiltonian H~ of the
crystal is quadratic in terms of the displacement
vectors. Thus,

eigenvectors o~(q) satisfy the following conditions:

o*'(q) =o.'(-q), (4.6)

P o*.'(q)o~()(q} =6.(), (4.9)

and

(4.10)

and

{ (q)n(q} p[q —,(q)~]

+(7*'(q)q, (q) exp[-iq ~ r+i(o, (q)t]}

(4.11)

The lattice vibrations are quantized in the usual
fashion. Displacement vectors and momenta are
expanded in terms of creation and annihilation op-
erators,

V'" "=(2.) "', ~+M.,(q))

x g X„(r,, t)A„,(r, , r, )X,(r, , t}, (4.3)
x (o~(q}q~(q) exp [iq r —i &u~(~q)f]
—o ~J'(q}7l~t(q) exp[-fq ~ r + i(u~(q)()] },

where A &(r„r~) is the second-order derivative
of the potential energy of a nucleus in the crystal.
It can be shown that the quantity A &(r„r~) has the
following pr operties:

(4.12)

where V is the volume of the crystal. The creation
and annihilation opera, tors commute with them-
selves, and

A„s(r;, r, ) =A„~(r, —r, )

=A„8(r~ —r, ) =A() (r, —r,.) (4.4}
2r'

[np (q) np(q')] =
~ 6„6(q q')- (4.13)

QA„B(r, —r, ) =0.

~;(q)o'(q) = P A.B(q)of(q), (4.6)

The normal modes of crystal vibrations are plane
waves. For a wave of propagation vector q, there
are three normal modes with eigenfrequencies
&u~(q) (p = 1, 2, 3) and their corresponding polariza-
tion eigenvectors o~(q) The. eigenequation has the
form

In terms of these operators, the Hamiltonian H„
in Eq. (4.3) reduces to the sum of 3N independent
harmonic oscillators,

& = 2;.—f +7 P +~, (&T)(n,'(~)n, (a)+ l( (4 (4)

Now, let us calculate the cross section for the
scattering of two coherent neutron beams by nuclei
undergoing harmonic vibrations on the lattice
points of a crystal. In order to calculate the dif-
ferential cross section in Eq. (2.7), one has to
evaluate the correlation function, which according
to Eq. (2.22) has the form

G(x„x„fc, t) =—(D(Tc Tc„0}D( Tc+7(„f—)),

A„8(q) = —Q A 8(r, )e '~'( (4.7) (4.15)

is the dynamical matrix. It can be shown that the
where the bracket ( ~ ~ ~ ) stands for the thermal
average of the expectation value with respect to the
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initial states of the lattice. It is assumed that the
thermally excited quanta of the lattice forms a
high-density Bose-Einstein gas. The thermal sta-
tistical weight Pz is the usual Boltzmann factor
divided by the sum of states and has a form similar
to the one given in Eq. (3.13). From Eqs. (2.21)
and (4.2), one can rewrite Fq. (4.15) as

G(K1~ K2j Kq l) =g Q Q exp[—'l(/C —IC1) 1'q

i j

+i(K- K,) ~ rI. ] &exp[-i(K- K,) X(r, , 0)]

xexp[+i(K —K, ) ~ X(r,, i)]) . (4.16)

With the help of Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19),
the thermal expectation value in Eq. (4.1) becomes

G(K1, K2 Kt) '= —g g exp[-i(K —K,) ~ r;+i(K —K,) r, ] exp(& ——,[(K —K,) ~ X(r;,0)] ——,[(K —K, ) ~ X(r„ i)]

+ [(K- IC,) ~ X(r„0)][(K—K, ) ~ X(r, , t)])} . (4.17)

In reaching Eq. (4.17), one has used the fact that the commutator [X(r, , 0), X(r, , i)] is a. C number. Prom
the expansion of X„(r,i) in Eq. (4.11), it follows that

(x (C, , q)xqir„t))=q . -q, g g Jdqdq~[w, (q)v, ,(q)] '
2NM 2w ~

&&(cI„(q)cI) '(q')&n, (q)n, (q'))exp[iq ~ r, —q' ~ r. +(u .(q')i]

+cI",~(q)cr'8'(q')&nt(q)n, (q')) exp[-iq ~ r, +iq' ~ r,. —i(u, (q)t]} .

In Eq. (4.18), the vanishing thermal expectation values have been discarded,

&n&(a)n, (a')) = &n', (a)n', (a')) =o.

(4.18)

(4.19)

Through the usual manner, as was done for Eq. (3.21), the nonvanishing thermal expectation values in Eq.
(4.18) can be written

2v'
&nI(a)n, .(a'))---~ -5,I, 5(q —a')[nI(q)+1] (4.20)

27r 3

&n&(a)n, (a')& =—5„5(a—a')~, (a), (4.21)

where n~(q) is the average quantum population

(q) ( ~eB QJP(q) 1) 1

From Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21), a simpler form for Eq. (4.18) is obtained

ix.(I;,q)~8(~;, &)) = ~, , P f &qi~, (q)1 iq. (q)q1 (q)iq, (q)+ ~iq*qi~q (I; -I )+~~,(q)&i

(4.22)

+ cI*„'(q)cII8(q)n,(q) exp[-iq (r,. —r,.) —i~,(q)t]} . (4.23)

It is customary to expand the exponential in Eq. (4.17) conta, ining the cross term of the displacement func-
tion as a power series. The first term gives the elastic contribution, and the second term gives the in-
elastic one-phonon contribution, etc. Thus,

G(K1q K~q K, i) = Q Q exp[—1 (K —K1) ' ri + 1(K —K2) rI ] exp[ —W(lc —K1) —W(K —Ic2) ]N

x &1+[(K—K1) X(r;, 0)J[(K —K2) X(r, 0)]+' ), (4.24)

W(K) =&-';[K X(r;, 0)J')

fi V (X P(q)~
(2 )

dq
( )

2B (q)+1 (4.25)
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is the well-known Debye-Wailer factor. '
From Eqs. (2.7), (2.22), (2.23), (4.23), and (4.24), one gets the elastic differential cross section,

c

2 2 1 40

=6,@,~(I )
(,) 3

dte ' x Q [U(k, —k') exp[-W(k, -k')+(k, —k) r ]
~ 00 i

+aU(k, -k') exp[-W(ka-k') +i(k, —k') r;]].
Carrying out the integration and eliminating the 5 function, Eq. (4.26) can be rewritten

(4.26)

+aU(k, -k') exp[-W(k, —k')+t (k, —k') rr]] (4.27)

Besides the Debye-Wailer factors, the above re-
sult is simply the differential cross section for
the elastic scattering of two coherent neutron
beams by a static lattice in the Born approxima-
tion. The summation in Eq. (4.27) is character-
istically dependent on the directional difference
(k, —k,} of two coherent neutron beams. If

k, -k 0K, (4.28)

k, -%2 =K, (4.29 }

then the scattering from two coherent neutron
beams are coherent and the resultant differential
cross section has the form

where K is a reciprocal-lattice vector of the crys-
tal, then the scattering from the two coherent
neutron beams is incoherent and the resulting
scattering would seem to come from two inco-
herent beams. This is certainly an uninteresting
case. If, on the other hand,

~
~ ~

m
2@/(I

j ~

2) Q P[ ( l )
el, S

x
) U(k, —k') exp[ -W(k, —k')]

+aU(k, —k') exp[-W(k~ —~')] ~'. (4.30)

It is clear from Eq. (4.30) that in the crystal scat-
tering of two coherent thermal neutron beams, the
phase of the Born amplitude can be determined.
Qne is unable to determine this phase in the con-
ventional scattering of a single neutron beam.
Equation (4.30) also shows that through the Debye-
Waller factor, the scattered intensity decreases
with the mean-square displacement of nuclei in
the crystal.

From Eqs. (2.7), (2.22), (2.23), (4.23), and
(4.24), one can get the one-phonon inelastic dif-
ferential cross section. This cross section can
be written as a sum of three distinct terms.
First, two terms are inelastic differential cross
sections of a single beam. The third term is a
cross term, which will be referred to as the net
differential cross section of two coherent beams,
and has the form

(
dao ' ns'k'

dQdE inel 4rl @ &(& +
~

&
I

dt e ' 'Ite aU*(k, —7~')U(k. —k') exp[-W(k, —k') —W(k, —k')]

xgg exp[-t(k, -k') r, +i(k, —k') ~ rr]

x([(k, -k) X(r O)][(k -k') X(r, O)]) (4.31)

py using Eq. (4.30), it. is easy to verify that the net differential cross sectiorl ill Eq. (4.31) varlishes for
k, —k, g K. If k, —k, =K, one arrives ~t
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d2 2k'
Re aU & )U(k2 —k') exp[-W(k, —k') —W(k2 — ')]g dq[~q(q)]

x k, -k' ~ o~ q k, -k' ~ o~ q n~ q +1 5 ~ —co~ q
2

x exp' q-k, +k' -r;

+ (k, - k') o ~(q) (k, —k') o~(q) n~(q) 5(&u + ur, (q))
2

x P exp[i(q+k, -k') r, ] (4.32)

The expression on the right-hand side contains a
term

U*(k, —k')U(k, —k'), (4.33)

which carries the phase information of the Born
amplitude. The expression also contains another
term,

(% -%.') o~(q) (k —R') o*~(q) (4.34)

(4.35)

which carries phase information of the polariza-
tion vector. In single-beam neutron scattering,
one is not able to extract the latter information
because in this scattering the experimentally ob-
served quantities depend only on the term

Now it has been demonstrated that even in the
presence of the lattice vibrations, one is still
able to measure the phase of the scattering ampli-
tude through the scattering of two coherent beams.

Note added in Proof. Re'cently I have learned
some interesting experimental activities on the
crystal diffractions of two coherent beams. The
~xp~riments of two coherent x rays were reported by V.
Bones andM. Hart [Appl. Phys. Lett. 6, 155 (1965)„.
1, 99 (1965); Z. Phys. 188, 154 (1966); 190, 455
(1966); 194, 1 (1966)]. The recent experiments of
two coherent neutron beams were reported by
H. Rauch, W. Treimer, and V. Bonse [Phys. Lett .
A 47, 369 (1974)] and by R. Colella, A. W. Over-
hauser, and S. A. Werner [Phys. Rev. Lett. 34,
1472 (1975)].
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